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At the Wilderness Edge: The Rise of the Antidevelopment Movement on Canada's West Coast (Volume 11)McGill-Queen, 2019

	
		Vancouver prides itself on being a green city, and the west coast is known for its active environmental protest culture. But the roots of this mentality reach far beyond the founding of organizations such as Greenpeace. Small campaigns led by local community groups from the 1960s onward left a lasting impact on the region. At the...
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The Verilog® Hardware Description LanguageSpringer, 2002

	The Verilog language is a hardware description language that provides a means of specifying a digital system at a wide range of levels of abstraction. The language supports the early conceptual stages of design with its behavioral level of abstraction, and the later implementation stages with its structural abstractions. The language includes...
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Project Management for Construction: Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and BuildersPrentice Hall, 1989
This book is provided on the worldwide web as a service to the community of  practitioners and students. Reproduction for educational purposes is permitted  with appropriate citation. If you find this work helpful or have suggestions for  additions or corrections, please email Chris Hendrickson: cth@cmu.edu. A  hardcopy Instructor's Manual with...
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Scientific and Statistical Database Management: 23rd International Conference, SSDBM 2011Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Scientific
	and Statistical Database Management held in Portland, Oregon, where it celebrated
	its 30th birthday. The first incarnation of SSDBM (then called the Workshop
	on Statistical Database Management) took place in Menlo Park, California,
	in December 1981. Since...
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Hermann von Helmholtzs Mechanism: The Loss of Certainty: A Study on the Transition from Classical to Modern Philosophy of Nature (Archimedes)Springer, 2008
Two seemingly contradictory tendencies have accompanied the development of the natural sciences in the past 150 years. On the one hand, the natural sciences have been instrumental in effecting a thoroughgoing transformation of social structures and have made a permanent impact on the conceptual world of human beings. This historical period has, on...
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Object-Oriented Analysis and Design with Applications (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007
Object-Oriented Design with Applications has long been the essential reference to object-oriented technology, which, in turn, has evolved to join the mainstream of industrial-strength software development. In this third edition--the first revision in 13 years--readers can learn to apply object-oriented methods using new paradigms...
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Advanced Topics in Global Information Management Series, Vol. 1Idea Group Publishing, 2002
Advanced Topics in Information Resources Management features the latest research findings dealing with all aspects of information resources management, managerial and organizational applications, as well as implications of information technology organizations. It aims to be instrumental in the improvement and development of the theory and practice...
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CCIE Routing and Switching Exam Certification Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
CCIE Routing and Switching Exam Certification Guide, Third Edition, is a best of breed Cisco exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCIE Routing and Switching written exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of...
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Mac OS X Panther Hacks: 100 Industrial Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Like the animal it's named for, Mac OS X Panther is beautiful, sleek, superbly efficient, dangerously alluring, and all muscle under the surface. Beneath its appealing interface, it's a hard-working machine. Those coming to Mac OS X from previous incarnations of the operating system recognize much of the friendly face of the Macintosh they're used...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 for Digital Photographers Only (For Only)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Veteran photographer Rob Sheppard finds that Lightroom 2 can give you back the control over color images that photographers once enjoyed in the traditional darkroom. Packed with secrets Rob has discovered and developed, this book shows you how Lightroom processes RAW and JPEG files non-destructively, how to navigate quickly through your photos in...
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VMware Horizon View 5.3 Design Patterns and Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Taking a rational approach to implementing Horizon View can make all the difference to its future performance and usefulness. This book will help you make all the right decisions for your particular enterprise's needs.


	Overview

	
		Identify the reasons why you are deploying Horizon View, a critical step...
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Understanding Mathematics and Science MattersLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
The research reported in this book provides reliable evidence on and knowledge about mathematics and science instruction that emphasizes student understanding--instruction consistent with the needs of students who will be citizens in an increasingly demanding technological world.

The National Center for Improving Student Learning in...
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